Identification of the PXW sequence as a structural gatekeeper of the headpiece C-terminal subdomain fold.
The HeadPiece (HP) domain, present in several F-actin-binding multi-domain proteins, features a well-conserved, solvent-exposed PXWK motif in its C-terminal subdomain. The latter is an autonomously folding subunit comprised of three alpha-helices organised around a hydrophobic core, with the sequence motif preceding the last helix. We report the contributions of each conserved residue in the PXWK motif to human villin HP function and structure, as well as the structural implications of the naturally occurring Pro to Ala mutation in dematin HP. NMR shift perturbation mapping reveals that substitution of each residue by Ala induces only minor, local perturbations in the full villin HP structure. CD spectroscopic thermal analysis, however, shows that the Pro and Trp residues in the PXWK motif afford stabilising interactions. This indicates that, in addition to the residues in the hydrophobic core, the Trp-Pro stacking within the motif contributes to HP stability. This is reinforced by our data on isolated C-terminal HP subdomains where the Pro is also essential for structure formation, since the villin, but not the dematin, C-terminal subdomain is structured. Proper folding can be induced in the dematin C-terminal subdomain by exchanging the Ala for Pro. Conversely, the reverse substitution in the villin C-terminal subdomain leads to loss of structure. Thus, we demonstrate a crucial role for this proline residue in structural stability and folding potential of HP (sub)domains consistent with Pro-Trp stacking as a more general determinant of protein stability.